
Cloud Based for Easy Setup/Maintenance
The system is cloud-based so it’s quick and easy 
to setup, deploy and maintain. All information is 
encrypted. 

No Additional Software or Hardware

Scan Logic uses Elite 3E and does not require Scan Logic uses Elite 3E and does not require 
the use of any additional software or hardware. 
You can use your existing scanners and copiers.

No Need for Third Party Staff
Because the review process is quick and simple, Because the review process is quick and simple, 
your existing AP staff can quickly review the 
vouchers and focus on other work. Scan Logic 
completely eliminates the need to manually enter 
any invoices or data. All data is scanned and 
automatically loaded into 3E’s voucher process.

How It Works
Scan Logic is completely cloud-based and 
does not require any hardware or software 
installation. We build a complete library of 
invoice templates to properly scan your 
invoices with 99.5% accuracy.

Once the invoice templates are setup, AP Once the invoice templates are setup, AP 
simply drags and drops a PDF of the invoice 
or scans a paper copy to a folder and the 
system automatically grabs the invoice and 
pulls all the data from the invoice. 

The data is then taken and loaded into The data is then taken and loaded into 
Voucher Review for AP to quickly compare 
the original invoice to the scanned data to 
ensure 100% accuracy. The data is then 
approved or edited and loaded into Voucher 
Maintenance as a regular voucher. 

Everything can be customized including the Everything can be customized including the 
data scanned from the invoice to the way 
the data is loaded into the voucher. Data 
can be calculated or manipulated via 
business rules if needed. 

The process is simple yet efficient. 

Scott McCarthy, CEO — Founder of SMS IT Group LLC

Scan Logic for Elite 3E makes processing invoices a breeze. 
The software is fully integrated into Elite 3E so the user can 
continue to work natively!
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Native 3E Integration 

Quick Edit in Voucher Import

Cloud-Based 

No Hardware or Software Req.

Fully Supported 

Keeps Process in House

Streamline AP
Eliminate the need for your AP 
Department to manually input invoices. 
AP simply compares the scanned data 
to the original invoice and approves.

The original invoice appears 
side-by-side to the scanned 
invoice for quick and easy 
review. No additional software 
required!

About Scan Logic
Scan Logic is designed for Elite 3E and Scan Logic is designed for Elite 3E and 
integrates directly within your Elite 
instance. Simply drop the PDF into a folder 
on your desktop and Scan Logic will 
process the invoice and load it into 3E’s 
voucher maintenance process. The 
information is loaded directly in as a 
complete voucher.complete voucher.
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